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“As an asset manager, we have to be completely on point with everything 
that we send out to clients and consultants. They’re requiring a lot more 
due diligence. APX allows us to easily comply with those requests.”
Erika Donalds, Chief Financial Officer, Dalton, Greiner, Hartman, Maher & Co., LLC

DGHM replaces five separate
software programs with APX
For the operations team at Dalton, Greiner,
Hartman, Maher & Co., the migration 
from their previous outdated portfolio
accounting system to Advent’s Axys was a
big step forward. Not long after, however,
Advent introduced Advent Portfolio
Exchange (APX), the first integrated
portfolio and client relationship
management platform.

“We were very happy with Axys,” recalls
Erika Donalds, Chief Financial Officer. 
“It was really meeting our needs. But at 
the same time, we had a separate CRM
system. We used Microsoft Access for all of
our portfolio and contact data. We had an
old FoxPro script for client mailings. And
we were doing a lot of work in Excel. What
convinced us to go with APX was that we
could pull all that together on a single
platform.”

Suite success
With APX as the central platform for all
client and portfolio data, DGHM leverages
Advent’s asset management suite of
products, including:

• Advent Partner for hedge fund and
limited partnership accounting.

• Advent Revenue Center to automate
invoicing and revenue management.

• Advent Corporate Actions® for
accurate CA processing and accounting.

The fully integrated Advent suite has
streamlined processes and improved
accuracy across the firm’s operations, most
notably:

Compliance. “That’s really a huge focus for
us right now, as a firm and certainly as an
operations department. Because of the
environment that we’re in, as an asset
manager, we have to be completely on
point with everything that we send out to
clients and consultants. They’re requiring 
a lot more due diligence. APX allows us 
to track and review all correspondence
and questionnaires to make sure we’re
consistent.”

Having client and portfolio data in one 
system is a plus, Ms. Donalds adds. “If a
client sends a request for information, they
expect that to be logged somewhere and
followed up on. There’s just no room for
error.”

CRM. “Everyone is using the CRM in APX,”
says Karen Schnetzer, Senior Portfolio
Administrator. “It’s being used for
prospecting, prospect mailings, client calls,
portfolio managers’ communication with
clients and consultants, and all of our
operations mailings to clients and related
parties, brokers, and custodians.”

Reporting. “The reporting functionality in
APX is very attractive,” Ms. Schnetzer says.
The firm is leveraging APX’s Microsoft
Reporting Services framework for custom
management reports. “We used to put
together an internal performance report
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every month using massive grids in Excel,
and it was very prone to human error.
When we moved to APX, we had Microsoft
Reporting Services reports built to replace
those Excel grids, and that saves us at least
a day if not two per month.”

Automation. “We love the group manager
in APX. When we set up a new portfolio,
we don’t have to remember which group
it goes into. We select the settings and
portfolio characteristics, and the group
manager assigns it to the right group. 
So our procedure for setting up a new
portfolio has been cut by several steps.”

Partnership accounting. “Partnership
accounting is very complicated. There’s
really no better way to do it than with
Advent Partner. It’s not worth trying to do
it on your own in Excel.”

Revenue management. “We’ve been very
happy with Advent Revenue Center,” Ms.
Schnetzer reports. “It saves a lot of time in
billing—one day per quarter at least—and
reduces errors at the same time.”

Third-party integration. “We integrate
APX with both analytics and trading
software,” says Ms. Schnetzer. “Moving 
the integration from Axys went really
smoothly—like flipping a switch.”

Benefits
• Improved compliance and

investor due diligence readiness
• Integrated portfolio and client

relationship data
• Substantial time savings and error

reduction in management
reporting and client billing.

• Streamlined account set-up
process

• Ease of integration with third-
party systems
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